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Hello All

We have some cool release that are now available.
First of a special CDr by Bernd Scholl - One Earth One Sky.
A special release limited to just 100 Copies.
:
BERND SCHOLL with "One Earth - One Sky"

CDr release "... are there any of your three EP downloads on CD?"
The sound painter Bernd Scholl, had to listen to this phrase many times.
But now the time has come ... just in time for his concert there will be a CD
under "One Earth - One Sky" containing his EP trilogy "The View from
here I-III". All titles were revised again, thematically put into a
new order and even added to a previously unpublished title. The CD is
limited edition, available on concert evening and now also online.
-------------------------------------------

And a new Otarion - Extensive !!!
I love that man's music.

I listened to a lot of albums over the years. From time to time You
listen to that special one, that touches instantly Your heart. The new
album "Extensive" from Otarion is such an album. It is full of
emotions in different ways. Its euphoric, melancholic, dramatic and in
between positively relaxing. Any note, any song and any instrument is
perfectly arranged. All is combined to one piece. Natural instruments
dominate, in between there are maintaining hints from electronic
genres plus some sacral elements. Dark and mysterious soundscapes hold
everything together. "Extensive" is 100% instrumental. Without one
word it tells an exciting story of emotions. Of life. Of craving. The
music is delivered in a bombastic and high dynamic sound. "Extensive" is
a perfect soundtrack for mind and soul.
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Remy - Planet of the Arps

Back in July 2010 musician of electronic music Remy Stroomer (aka
REMY) recorded the first version of an ambient music piece. It became
a trip of one hour which might be at some points in the line of the
composer’s solo work, but it was decided that this project was about
to be presented as an ambient sideproject. To be called “Planet of the Arps”.

The name refers to the musical phenomenon arpeggio (whether or not
produced by an arpeggiator), Halton Arp and his Atlas of Peculiar
Galaxies, Alan R. Pearlman and his legendary ARP-synthesizers, and it
might be clear that it also winks to the “Planet of the Apes” science
fiction franchise. As soon as the first version of the music piece was
recorded, Remy had in mind to involve a fellow musician to contribute
to this project, as he felt it needed an extra touch before it
eventually could be released. When the Ricochet Gathering event took
place in Berlin, in October 2010, Remy asked Wolfram Spyra to be part
of this ambient work. Although ‘Der Spyra’ wanted to work on it, there
seemed to be lack of time, and above all both artists had other
priorities at that moment. The project was set aside for the time being.

When Remy was invited to perform at the Zeiss Planetarium in Bochum
(Germany), September 15th 2012, he decided to perform this particular
piece of music. Simply because it was about to fit perfectly on this
location. Some additions and edits were made, and during this solo
concert version 2.0 was established. Then, almost two years passed
since then, when Remy organized a concert evening at the Ruins of
Brederode in Santpoort- Zuid (Netherlands), June 27th, 2014. For the
line-up Remy programmed his band at that time, Free Arts Lab, as well
as Wolfram Spyra.

To conclude the evening, the idea came in mind to do an improvisation
around an edited version of “Planet of the Arps”. Which took place in
a different way Remy had in mind. Due to circumstances there was no
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time to rehearse the collaboration session, and just before the show
it was decided that Spyra’s partner in crime and singer Roksana
Vikaluk was about to join. Resulting into a 20 minutes live version of
“Planet of the Arps”, in an entirely improvised setting. The outcome
was, so to say, really exciting. Musically, as well as atmospheric,
everything seemed to fall into its place. Hereafter it again took a
while - more than 4 years - before it was decided that “Planet of the
Arps” should get the release in its current form:

The original piece, remixed and supplemented with elements from the
live performances. Let’s see it as a project which needed this time to
evolve, and to result into the version to be heard on this “Planet of
the Arps”.
-------------------------------------

Lambert - Dimensions of Dreams remastered

Dreams to escape from reality. That‘s the topic of the album
„Dimensions Of Dreams“, released in 1995. The music supports the
search for a refuge in an alternative sphere, in a dream world.
„Dimensions Of Dreams“ is the third album by electronic artist
Lambert, which can be regarded as the most sophisticated and
elaborated Lambert release until that time. The Berlin School style
has been developed to an extraordinary extent, enriched by full pad
sounds evoking a multidimensional atmosphere.

„...the sequences...remind me of Chris Franke at his best times...a
big progress in depth and warmth...“ KLEM-NRW 95

„...you want to listen to it again and again...“ (Ben Kettlewell, USA)

Compositional developments with an arc of tension are created by the
use of noise, voice and sound sculptures finding its way to catchy and
multilayered sequencer patterns: harmonic, melodic and thus perfect
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for dreaming.

Sold out for plenty of years this album finally is available again in
a remastered version featuring one unreleased track as a bonus on
occasion of the albums 24th anniversary.

Wanted rarity, remastered with a Bonus Track, CD duration of 80 min.
Incl. the highlights „Immersion“ and „Return“ Reviews in Print- and
Onlinemagazines, Youtube Presentation
-----------------------------------------------------

Baaden / Cremer - Aufbruch

1. Das Lebenselixier (the elixir of life) "The Elixir of Life" is a
long piece inspired by the Berlin School. It was created in the Level
p Studio in Cologne during an extended jam session.

2. The Rise and the Fall of Proxima Centauri pt. II "Rise and Fall" is
a very special piece for us. It took 28 years and a month to complete.
The basic track was recorded live by Andreas on a stereo tape and then
transferred to cassette. Of course he used pure analog equipment: a
Korg MS 20 and an old Hohner Excelsior String Keyboard, made in Italy.
The additional tracks were recorded in 2009 with modern equipment. For
us "Rise and Fall" is a timeless piece of music!

3. Kurz vor dem Aufbruch (shortly before the departure) Berlin, 1975:
Klaus Schulze is already on his way home, but has forgotten to switch
off the sequencer in the studio. Curious about the music, Nick Mason,
David Gilmour and Richard Wright enter the studio, take their
instruments and start jamming. This is the so far unknown Klaus
Schulze/Pink Floyd Collaboration, which we thought up "shortly before
the departure" by Andreas from Cologne.
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4. Moonglow We're looking up. Into the sky. It's cold. The moon is
high above the landscape, the scenery is frightening. Shadows are
everywhere, the future is uncertain. Moonglow. Recorded and mixed in
Aegidienberg and Cologne.

5. Das Möbiusband ...inside, outside and inside again. Further and
further. Keep running. Music flows on an endless level. One side, one
path. If you think you have reached your goal, you are back at the
start. Inside, outside and inside again. Further and further. Run on.
Music flows... Recorded during a jam session in Cologne.

6. Steamroller on the Interstellar Highway The song was written during
a jam session in Aegidienberg 2011. We decided to re-record the song
and suddenly it became a completely new track. Let's rock!
---------------------------------------------------------

And from tomorrow all new released Groove titles will be available as downloads.
So from 15-4-2019 visit out download site and check them out!!
https://shop.groove.nl/

GR - 261 - Pillion - Enigmas
GR - 262 - Awenson - Hope
GR - 263 - Stephen Whitlan - Swarf
GR - 264 - AGE - Lost in Silence
GR - 265 - Beyond Berlin - Totem
GR - 266 - Patrick Kosmos - Mindscapes
GR - 267 - Spyra - InSPYRAtion
GR - 268 - Tonal Assembly - Lost And Found In Imaginary Landscapes (cd)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AWAKENINGS - 27/04/2019
Ron Boots / Stephen Whitlan and Harold v.d. Heijden.
Age (very first concert of Emmanuël and Guy in the UK)
And a special improvisation set of all musicians to top the day off!!
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https://www.facebook.com/events/868152520243259/
Held on 27/04/19
Lea Hall Pavilion
Sandy Lane
Rugeley
Staffs
WS15 2LB

And they also offer for all who can not be there a so called "Virtual Ticket"
This means that you will get ALL the music played there after the concert.
So 2 Unique concerts and a special encore for one very special price.
We hope to meet a lot of our UK fans in real person !!
But for those all over the world who want this unique music
GET THAT VIRTUAL TICKET!!
Here is the info.
http://www.awakenings-em.co.uk/
And like I wrote ALL music will be made available that is played there.
Support these events and the musicians !!

Thanks for your time!
Ron Boots

----------------------------NEW PRODUCTS
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
These products are NEW in our catalog.
Further in this newsletter are more details.

Baaden / Cremer - Aufbruch (cdr)
Jon & Vangelis - Short stories -Remastered- (digipak) (cd)
Lambert - Dimensions of Dreams remastered (cd)
Otarion - Extensive (cd)
Remy - Planet of the Arps (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Bernd Scholl - One Earth One Sky (cdr)
SEQUENTIA LEGENDA - Over There (digipak) (cd)
Stephan Whitlan - Once (cd)
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GR - 261 - Pillion - Enigmas
GR - 262 - Awenson - Hope
GR - 263 - Stephen Whitlan - Swarf
GR - 264 - AGE - Lost in Silence
GR - 265 - Beyond Berlin - Totem
GR - 266 - Patrick Kosmos - Mindscapes
GR - 267 - Spyra - InSPYRAtion
GR - 268 - Tonal Assembly - Lost And Found In Imaginary Landscapes (cd)

====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 492 is online.
With music from various Artists.
You can find Dreamscape here.
http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

--------------------------------------Additions and changes from March 15 2019 till April 14 2019

*new in stock *
Age - LOST IN SILENCE (cd) gr-264
2019. One continues musical journey through the music of Emmanuël
D'Haeyer and Guy Vachaudez..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-264

*review added *
Alluste - TUNNELS IN TIME-SPACE (cdr) 86991
2016. Berlin School from the 80's with melodies in the Style of Schulze.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=86991

*(back) in stock *
Andrew Douglas - PLANET Y (cdr) 44350
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=44350
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*track listing and cover added *
Ansatheus - IN THE ENDLESS SPACE PARADISE VOL 1 (cdr) 20045
2019. Berlin School from the 80's with melodies in the Style of TD.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20045

*new in stock *
Awenson - HOPE (cd) gr-262
Brilliant Berlin School from France..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-262

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Baaden / Cremer - AUFBRUCH (cdr) 78272
2019. A fantastic new Release and name !!.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=78272

*new entry / new in stock *
Beyond Berlin - TOTEM (cd) gr-265
2019. A brilliant second release from Beyond Berlin, I rank this among
the best new style Berlin School releases of recent years!.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-265

*review added *
Boots, Ron - ONCE THE DUST SETTLES (cd) gr-259
Music from the live concert at Brussels 19-5-2018 at the Cosmic Nights..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-259

*new in stock *
Brainwork - BACK TO THE ROOTS 2 (cd) 24974
2019. Finally a new Brainwork in the Berlinschool style!.
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$ 19.25 / UKP 13.49 / EURO 15.40
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24974

*review added *
Devadder, Serge - TAXON (cd) gr-260
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-260

*(back) in stock *
DVoxx - TéLéGRAPHE (cd) 48026
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=48026

*track listing and cover added *
Frahm, Nils - FELT (cd) 60801
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=60801

*track listing and cover added *
Frahm, Nils - SCREWS (cd) 32855
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=32855

*track listing and cover added *
Frahm, Nils - SOLO (cd) 12601
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=12601

*(back) in stock *
Frahm, Nils - SPACES (cd) 59664
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=59664
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*(back) in stock *
Icingwolf - SONIC WAVES (cd) 19315
2018. The winner of the Schallwell new comer Elections 2017!!.
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=19315

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jon & Vangelis - SHORT STORIES -REMASTERED- (cd) 34075
2017. Incl. "I hear you now".
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=34075

*new entry / new in stock *
Kosmos, Patrick - MINDSCAPES (cd) gr-266
2019. Mindscapes is a unique musical statement by Patrick Kosmos.
Visionary music made in 1986 which creates a vast musical landscape of
unsurpasing beauty..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-266

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Lambert - DIMENSIONS OF DREAMS REMASTERED (cd) 67332
2019. Brilliant release of this classic.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67332

*new in stock *
Nies, Harald - FRACTAL (cdr) 88026
2019. Among the best releases of Harald.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=88026

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Otarion - EXTENSIVE (cd) 40045
2019. A new Otarion is always excited..
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
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Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=40045

*review added *
Peru - RETURN (cd) 35906
2018. The brand new PERU!!.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.95
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=35906

*new in stock *
Pillion - ENIGMAS (cd) gr-261
The CD release of the 1980 Vinyl music of Pillion's first release.
This is what cosmic music is all about!.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-261

*new in stock *
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - IX (cd) 67078
2019. The ninth release.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67078

*new in stock *
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - VOLUME ONE (cd) 80484
2019. The First.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=80484

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Remy - PLANET OF THE ARPS (cd) 28026
2019. Remy Stroomer (synthesizers), Wolfram Spyra (synthesizers and
live edits) Roksana Vikaluk (vocals) The live recording of the 2014
Brderode concert..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=28026
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*review added *
RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground - COSMIC NIGHTS 2018 (cd) gr-250
2018. Special CD for the performance of RHEA / Ron Boots and Galactic
UndergroundLimited to 300 Copies!!.
$ 12.49 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 9.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-250

*new in stock *
Rich, Robert - BIODE (cd) 39887
2018. Cosmic Ambient flowwing music, at times very deep moving..
$ 19.25 / UKP 13.49 / EURO 15.40
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=39887

*new in stock *
Rich, Robert - TACTILE GROUND (2-cd) 42601
2019. Brilliant Ambient album by Robert!.
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42601

*release date added/changed *
Rother, Michael - FLAMMENDE HERZEN (cd) 26770
2019. Hypnotic, pulsating.
Contains 2 bonus tracks.
Release date: Jun 21 2019
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26770

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Scholl, Bernd - ONE EARTH ONE SKY (cdr) 43394
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=43394

*(back) in stock *
Schulze, Klaus - TIMBRES OF ICE (cd) 68952
2019. RE-RELEASE WITH BONUSTRACK Part of Contemporary Works II..
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
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Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=68952

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SEQUENTIA LEGENDA - OVER THERE (cd) 25075
2019. Sequentia Legenda mesmerizing, hypnotic, atmospheric and
representati ve of great hours of music "Berlin School"..
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=25075

*track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - CASTLE IN THE SKY (cdr) 15075
2019. Berlin School in great form.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=15075

*(back) in stock *
SpiralDreams - ELSEWHERE (cdr) 17332
2019. Berlin School from the 70's with melodies.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=17332

*new entry / new in stock *
Spyra - INSPYRATION (cd) gr-267
2019. The live performance of the Solingen concert of 2018!.
$ 18.49 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-267

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - EAST (232660) (cd) 29127
2019. Werner Seelenbinder Halle, Feb 20, 1990.
$ 12.49 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 9.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29127

*new in stock *
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Tangerine Dream - LIVE AT AUGUSTA RAURICA (2 CD + 2 DVD) (2xdvd + 2xcd) 21664
2019. LIVE AT AUGUSTA RAURICA SWITZERLAND 2016 special box set.
$ 36.25 / UKP 25.49 / EURO 29
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=21664

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - PURGATORIO (232656) (2-cd) 86934
2019. 2nd part of "La Divina Commedia".
$ 14.99 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=86934

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - ROCKFACE (232601) (2-cd) 32763
2019. Live in Berkeley/San Francisco 1988.
$ 14.99 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=32763

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - ROCKING MARS (232661) (2-cd) 30850
2019. Live at "Klangart".
$ 14.99 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30850

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - SILVER SIREN COLLECTION (232603) (cd) 73572
2019. Compilation.
$ 12.49 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 9.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=73572

*price added/changed *
Tangerine Dream - TANGERINE DREAM PLAYS TANGERINE DREAM (232605) (cd) 49641
2019. 14 tracks.
$ 11.25 / UKP 7.99 / EURO 8.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=49641
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*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - WHAT A BLAST (232647) (cd) 34777
2019. Video soundtrack.
$ 12.49 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 9.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=34777

*new entry / new in stock *
Tonal Assembly - LOST AND FOUND IN IMAGINARY LANDSCAPES (cd) gr-268
2019. The music of Tonal Assembly, the artist name of Taede A. Smedes,
is a blendof the sound of Jean-Michel Jarre, Tangerine Dream and
Vangelis spiced up by influences from Kraftwerk and 80s synthwave music..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-268

*review added *
V/A - FREE GROOVES (cd) gr-901
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-901

*new entry / new in stock *
Whitlan, Stephan - ONCE (cd) 18026
2019. With Paul Ward..
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=18026

*new in stock *
Whitlan, Stephan - SW;ARF (cd) gr-263
2019. Sw;arf is one continues track that evolves through a number of
changes and timbres..
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-263
---------------------------------------

SHIPPING:
Due to the fact that we use a special shipping service that provides
the shipping of parcels etc we don't have to adjust the shipping prices
at this moment. One of the reasons is that because of you our costumers
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we can keep these prices so low. With over 1500 parcels shipped last year
we can stay in the lowest shipping prices!
I am glad we are one of the few suppliers of EM that did not have to raise
their shipping prices. So for the 4rth year in a row they stay the same!!

====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
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Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
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